Pondering
Your Pantry?
There's an App for That!

Do you ever look through your pantry and wonder what you could possibly make with
what seems to be disjointed ingredients? Here are six free apps that can help you
become a creative cook with the ingredients you already have in your home!
Epicurious

SuperCook

The Epicurious app embraces the saying "you
eat with your eyes first". This app allows you to
search ingredients to find recipes, which
feature photos of the finished dish and
instructional videos. Filters such as “dinner,”
“gluten free,” and “dairy free" can be added to
help with finding the perfect dish. The app also
focuses on making you a better chef by
including a kitchen timer to help you cook
ingredients to perfection even without a
recipe!

SuperCook to the rescue! This app will help you
utilize your pantry to make fantastic meals. Add in
your current ingredients and the app will instantly
find recipes from the most popular cooking
websites! You can filter your results by the type of
meal you want to create such as soups, salads or
casseroles, the type of cuisine and which
ingredient you would like to be the main focus of
the dish. Once you find recipes that you enjoy, add
them to your "favorites" menu of recipes so you
can easily find and create the dish again!

Allrecipes Dinner Spinner

Tasty

Spin through a variety of recipes with this app!
Recipes are provided based on categories such
as ingredients on-hand, dietary restrictions,
cuisine, meal type, season and cooking
technique. One unique feature is you can list
ingredients to omit from recipes. So if you
don't have chicken in the fridge or you don't
eat chicken, all recipes that contain chicken will
not be shown, even if you have all of the other
necessary ingredients to create the dish!

Meet your virtual cooking instructor! Tasty has
become popular for its overhead food videos that
include step by step instructions to prepare a
dish. But did you know that this app also has a
tool to find recipes with ingredients you already
have at home? Search recipes by ingredients, time
limitations, cuisine, dietary restrictions and even
by occasion. Once you find the perfect recipe, an
instructual video will play which displays
ingredient measures and other instructions right
on the screen, in sync with the video!

My Fridge Food Recipes

BigOven

MyFridgeFood is a useful app that allows you
to take the food already in your pantry and
tranform it into full meals. Simply, select
various food items you currently have and a
list of recipes will appear. As you add more
available ingredients, the recipes will update to
reflect the new items included. Once you pick
the recipe, cooking instructions are displayed
to help you prepare your dish!

The BigOven app has over 500,000 recipes to
browse and use as your next "big" meal
inspiration. The app includes specific categories
such as “Use Up Leftovers,” which finds recipes
that can reuse ingredients, meal planing, grocery
list creation and more. Additionally, the BigOven
app allows you to connect to other passionate
home cooks and share recipes, cooking tips and
rate recipes.

